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If you’ve just found out you have 

ADHD, you might be upset, even 

a bit annoyed. But you may also 

be relieved, because it explains 

why you do things in a certain 

way. And you may want to find 

out more about ADHD and 

where you can look for help if 

you need it.

This booklet is about living with 

ADHD, with tips to help you and 

advice about getting support. 

If there’s anything you don’t 

understand, talk to your parent, 

carer or teacher. 
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A person with ADHD has differences 
in brain development and brain 
activity. Put simply, your brain works 
differently compared with someone who 
doesn’t have ADHD, so you learn in a 
different way, and you may sometimes 
behave differently. You can’t change it, 
but you can learn to manage it, and it can 
even give you certain advantages! 

 
What causes ADHD?
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ADDDDHDD DDDDH$# !AADD
AND 

YOU

Growing up isn’t easy. You have to take 
on responsibilities, school work is harder, 
and you get more homework. On top of 
this, changes in your body can affect 
your emotions and your self-confidence.  

If you live with ADHD, growing up can be 
even more of a challenge. You could find 
you get angry or frustrated, you might 
react badly or get irritated if things go 
wrong, and you may find it difficult to 
be motivated. In fact, most people of 
your age have similar feelings — but 
with ADHD, everything can seem more 
intense and harder to handle. 
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Now you know a bit more about what 
causes ADHD and how it affects your 
brain, and your daily life, let’s look at a 
list of helpful ways to deal with some of 
the issues ADHD can cause you in your 
daily life:
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0?   Problems sleeping

0?   Eating less (or more)

0?   Feeling anxious or irritable

0?   Feeling angry or losing 

your temper

0?   Worrying

0?   Making risky decisions  

0?   Headaches

0?   Tension
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0?   Frown as hard as you can, 

hold it while you count to 10, 

then relax your face for a 

count of 20

0?   Spread your fingers out as 

far as they will go, hold it 

for 10, and relax for 20

0?   Tense your stomach 

muscles for 10, relax for 20

0?   Flex your feet and 

straighten your legs, holding 

for 10, then relax for 20



Sleep
  

 

 

 

0?   Do some sport or exercise because this 

can really help make you tired

0?   Keep your routines and checklists on a 

sheet of paper next to your bed, and have 

a read through before you switch off the 

lights, so you aren’t worrying about things 

you might have forgotten

0?   Go to bed a bit earlier, and do some of 

the stress-beater exercises

0?   Better sleep can improve your 

concentration at school  

0?   Half-an-hour more sleep 

can improve your school 

performance

0?   More sleep can 

reduce your ADHD 

symptoms
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Getting organised
Routines, checklists and timetables  

are a great way to help with some of the 

chaotic characteristics of your ADHD. 

Your parent or carer may set up some 

routines, checklists or timetables for you, 

which can help you stay more organised, 

and help with what you do every day. 

If you write things down, it can help you 

remember better. 

For instance, if you write down what you 

need for school, or have your school 

timetable next to your bed, you’re less 

likely to forget stuff. Sticky notes help as 

well, but not too many, and make sure you 

write neatly!

Why not combine a routine as part of ‘The 

Deal’ and agree a reward for sticking to it!
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Unfortunately, there are many ideas about ADHD that are simply not true, and 
some people have negative feelings about it. But, ADHD isn’t an illness, and it’s not 
‘spreadable’, so don’t feel you have to say anything to anyone! 

However, now you’ve found out about having ADHD, you might feel you need to tell 
everyone about it. Think CAREFULLY before you talk to people about your ADHD, as 
once you’ve told someone, you can’t ‘untell’ them - so it’s important to get it right.

 Who, how and when to tell
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Deciding whether or not to tell
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Before you tell anyone about 
your ADHD, remember… 
0?   You have plenty of time to tell 

people about your diagnosis, 

so take your time

0?   Learn as much as you can 

about ADHD, because this will 

give you the confidence to 

discuss how it affects you

0?   Choose wisely: not everybody 

needs to know. The decision 

on who to tell is yours

0?   And never forget: you have 

lots of strengths to be 

proud of!



Having ADHD at school can be one of your biggest hurdles. And moving to a new or 
bigger school can make this even more difficult, because there are more demands 
and responsibilities - but there are also more opportunities and new friends.

Being organised
 

 

 

 

 

0?   You get lost and arrive late for 

lessons

0?   You get distracted between 

lessons

0?   You arrive for lessons feeling 

too lively, talkative or over-active

0?   You forget to write down what 

homework to do, or you forget 

to do it, or you do it but forget 

to take it back to school and 

hand it in

0?   You don’t take the right books 

and equipment to school, or 

home for homework
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0?   Try not to butt in on 

conversations

0?   Don’t let anyone wind you up so 

you get into trouble

0?   Try to sit near people who won’t 

distract you or annoy you

0?   Ask for a time-out card if a 

break would help you to calm 

down when you get frustrated 

0?   Do some sport at school or 

after school - this will help you 

release energy and will probably 

help you sleep better 

0?   Agree a sensible time that you 

will go to bed on school nights 

so you don’t get too tired

0?   Have fun - a new school 

can mean loads of great 

opportunities, school trips and 

lots of new friends

0?   Use a planner and write things 

down to stay organised - 

maybe tape a copy of your 

timetable to your locker as well 

as having one at home and in 

your school bag

0?   Keep a second set of pencils 

and pens in your locker in case 

you leave them at home

0?   Ask your teachers if it is ok to 

have something to fiddle with 

in class, like a small “squeezy 

ball ” or a “fidget spinner ” that 

you hold in your hand *

0?   If you can, keep a second set 

of sports kit at school in case 

you forget to bring it in

0?   For homework, ask if you can 

finish some of it at school 

before you go home, or if you 

can keep a second set of 

books at home in case you leave 

them at school



Medication
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0?   New routines

0?   Class teachers may not remind 
you to take your medicine

0?   Pressure from friends to do 
other things at break times

0?   Lack of time
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Learning
 

 

 

 

0?   Leaving work unfinished, or 
finishing in a rush

0?   Poor handwriting, especially at 
the end of longer pieces of work

0?   Not listening to instructions

0?   Failing to note down homework

0?   Putting your hand up to answer 

questions

0?   Waiting until it’s your turn to 

speak

0?   Asking your teacher to 

check your homework diary or 

school planner at the end of 

each lesson
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Homework
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember!
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And finally
 

 

 

0?   Write down your homework 

instructions properly

0?   Check that you can read what 

you noted down earlier 

0?   Concentrate for long enough to 

complete your homework

0?   Ask your teacher if you can 

record homework instructions on 

a smart phone or similar device 

0?   Use a computer to type up 

school work rather than 

handwriting

0?   Get into a routine of “homework 

first/play second”

0?   Let your teacher know if 

homework is taking you longer 

than expected

0?   Go for after-school homework 

sessions if available: people with 

ADHD often need three times 

longer to complete homework at 

home rather than at school
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Ed diagnosed at 13  
now aged 16

 
 
 

 
 
 

Ali diagnosed at 4  
now aged 12

 
 
 
 

 

Ed diagnosed at 13  
now aged 16
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Nathan diagnosed at 8
now aged 14

 

 
 
 

 
 



Support groups
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ADDISS (The National ADHD
Information and Support Service)
www.addiss.co.uk/commonquestions.htm
Help includes:
  National Helpline
  National Quarterly Magazine
  1 2 3 Magic Licenced training courses for 

Parenting Practitioners
  Education training sessions for teachers 

and parents
  Local conferences for patients, teachers
  Range of books and videos to purchase
  Links to information e.g. RCP factsheets, 

expert articles

ADHD Solutions
www.adhdsolutions.org
Help includes:
  Parent training. Including 1-2-3 Magic and 

parent workshops
  QB Check diagnostic screening
  ADHD Coaching
  Individual and group work programs for 

children and young people
  Young people’s activities 
  Training for schools and other 

professionals

ADD-NI
www.addni.net/pages/3/what-is-adhd
www.addni.net
Help includes:
  Group therapy work
  Local patient support groups

NICE guidelines
www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng87
Provides national guidance and advice for 
all conditions including ADHD

ADHD Foundation
https://adhdfoundation.org.uk
Help includes:
  CBT
  QB diagnostic screening
  Online resources
  Training in schools and health/social care 

providers
  Individual and group therapy sessions

Born to be ADHD
www.borntobeadhd.co.uk
  This site is for anyone affected by ADHD, 

including information and updates on the 
Born To Be ADHD campaign

*

ADHD and you
www.adhdandyou.co.uk
  This site is for anyone who might be 

affected by ADHD or who cares for 
someone who does

*
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